RCX Tournament
Match Review
Part of the RCX Program tries to empower the students. By giving them the ability to make
decisions on their own, we give them the opportunity to communicate better. Through better
public speaking, we give them the ability to become better leaders.

Here is the process the Team, Team Captain and the Coach should follow at a tournament for a
Match Review.
1. Referees will use a tablet, or paper, to score each match.
2. Teams will be given a card with the coaches email address, the Team Name, & Team number
for tournaments which use tablets. Or paper Score Sheets will be provided at other
tournaments.
3. The referee will enter the data from the Team Card to make sure they score the correct
team.
4. The team will compete
5. The Referee will review the results with ONLY the Team Captain. All other team members
MUST leave the area. No Coaches.
6. The Team Captain may RESPECTFULLY QUESTION the Referee's scoring of the match. The
Team Captain must support their questioning based on:
General Rules
Challenge Missions
Challenge videos
Other RCX documents.
So make sure your Team Captain is prepared.
We will take extra time to make sure the responses are right.
7. Team Captain agrees with the Referee's Match Review, then initials the Score Sheet or the
tablet.
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8. Referee "Submits" the form on the tablet, or the paper Score Sheet is turned into the Score
Keeper.
NO ADJUSTMENTS WILL BE MADE AFTER THE TEAM CAPTAIN INITIALS THE MATCH REVIEW.
REFEREE THEN SUBMITS THE FORM.

9. The Coach will receive an email of the form submitted ONLY at tournaments which use
tablets.
a. No score is provided
b. The Referee's questions are listed, based on the Scoring Position. Starting in the
Safe Zone, then clockwise around the Board.
c. Missions are listed within the question as (M6):
Example, Question 1. Find the Treasure Map (M6) which means
Mission 6, Find the Treasure Map
Yes means the Treasure Map is in the Safe Zone, scores
No means the Treasure Map is Not in the Safe Zone, no score
The purpose of this email is to provide feedback to the coach to help prepare the team for
the next match. NOT to provide a score. If coaches use this email as a means to argue scores,
this email option will be turned off.
10. For tablets, after the Referee submits the form, the results will populate with results from
other teams. Each team will be able to participate in 3 matches. The Highest score of the 3
matches will populate to the Team Rank Sheet. Teams will be ranked separately by Division,
then ranked highest to lowest.
For paper Score Sheets, scores will be provided in a timely manner.
11. A link to the Team Results will be provided on the day of the tournament. Coaches, team
members and parents will have access to the Team Results.
12. Please do NOT ask the Referees or Score Keepers questions about your team's
scores. Once the Team Captain agrees with the Referee during the review, the Board will be set
for the next match, and no further changes to the score will be possible.
If a problem does arise, the Coach and the Team Captain should approach the Tournament
Host, or Head Referee and explain the issue. A timely resolution should be found.
13. Adjustments to this Match Review process may be necessary. Tournament Hosts may
make changes as necessary to provide efficiently run tournament.
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